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Abstract
When processing user input in forms and in a more general context, the input data
must be validated to ensure that the data is correct and does not cause security
issues. This validation can and should be performed both on the client and on the
application server. Despite the similarity of the validation rules in both environments,
the implementations of these validation phases are almost always separated due
to differing technologies used on both sides as well as the differing access to the
databases used by the service. This leads to the validation logic being duplicated
on the client and the server, which in turn leads to the need to maintain validation
implementations separately on both sides.

This thesis investigates the possible solutions to the unification of the separate
implementations of validation logic. It reviews the academic literature on the
topic with the aim of discovering solution ideas and approaches as well as readily
implemented solutions. In addition to implementations, the thesis evaluates the
usefulness of the solutions.

The thesis discovers that the academic literature on the topic is very scarce. It
also presents three possible approaches to solve the duplication problem: a dedicated
validation server, reuse of server-side validation and the generation of validation code
for client and server on the basis of a specification. Of the three, the generative
approach is seen as the most promising as it does not rely on the availability of
a server and it solves the duplication issue while allowing client-side validation to
be performed on the client. Prototype implementations of a specification-based
validation library for a ReactJS client and Node.js server are presented.

The results of the thesis suggest that unification of client-side and server-side
validation implementations is possible by generating the validation functions on both
sides. The specification-based approach is likely to be especially useful for forms
with complicated logic and interdependence between fields.
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Tiivistelmä
Verkkosovelluksen turvallisuuden ja siinä käsitellyn datan oikeellisuuden varmista-
miseksi verkkolomakkeiden käsittelyssä on pidettävä huoli siitä, että niihin syötetty
data tarkistetaan. Tämä tarkistus eli validointi pitäisi suorittaa sekä asiakkaan että
palvelimen puolella. Lomakkeiden tarkistussäännöt ovat tyypillisesti molemmilla
puolilla hyvin samankaltaisia, mutta toteutukset on tehtävä erillisiksi asiakas- ja
palvelinpuolten eriävien teknologioiden ja asiakkaalta yleisesti puuttuvan tietokan-
tayhteyden vuoksi. Toteutusten erillisyys johtaa validointilogiikan kahdentumiseen,
mikä puolestaan aiheuttaa tarpeen ylläpitää kahta toteutusta yhden sijaan.

Tämä diplomityö tutkii mahdollisia ratkaisuja validointilogiikan erillisten to-
teutusten yhdistämiseen. Se tutkii aihetta käsittelevää akateemista kirjallisuutta
mahdollisten ratkaisuideoiden, lähestymistapojen ja jopa valmiiden ratkaisujen löyty-
miseksi. Toteutusten tutkimisen lisäksi diplomityö arvioi ratkaisujen hyödyllisyyttä.

Diplomityössä havaitaan, että aihetta käsittelevä akateeminen kirjallisuus on
vähäistä. Siinä myös esitellään kolme mahdollista lähestymistapaa kahdentumisongel-
man ratkaisuun: erillinen validointipalvelin, palvelinpuolen toteutuksen tarjoaminen
asiakkaalle verkon yli ja validointikoodin generointi asiakas- ja palvelinpuolelle loma-
kemäärittelydokumentin perusteella. Näistä vaihtoehdoista määrittelyn perusteella
validointikoodin generointi todetaan lupaavimmaksi, sillä se mahdollistaa asiakas-
puolen validoinnin asiakkaan puolella yleisessä tapauksessa ja myös palvelimen
ollessa tavoittamattomissa. Tästä lähestymistavasta esitetään ReactJS-kirjastolla
toteutetulle asiakkaalle ja Node.js-teknologialla toteutetulle palvelimelle tehdyt pro-
totyyppitoteutukset.

Diplomityön tuloksista voidaan päätellä, että asiakas- ja palvelinpuolen toteu-
tusten yhdistäminen on mahdollista generointimenetelmällä. Generointimenetelmä
on todennäköisesti erityisen hyödyllinen monimutkaisille lomakkeille, joissa kenttien
välillä on keskinäisriippuvuuksia.
Avainsanat verkkolomakkeet, lomakevalidointi, asiakaspuolen validointi,

palvelinpuolen validointi
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1 Introduction
Web services are a key component of modern life. While some services mostly offer
static content for consumers, many services also offer interaction with users. One such
form of interaction is the ability to send information to a service. This functionality
can be implemented with the use of web forms, which users fill in and submit to a
service.

Web forms are very commonly used in modern websites. The HTML standard,
which is used to implement the structure of websites, offers developers a simple way
to implement web forms. Still, implementing a properly functioning and secure web
form requires much more effort than only creating the HTML representation of the
form. One of the important issues web developers face when implementing a form is
implementing the validation of the data entered by users. This is a result of the fact
that users can enter invalid data to a form, either by accident or by intentionally
inputting maliciously designed data. Failure to validate and sanitize form input
data can result in persisting and handling invalid data or even enable attackers to
perform attacks such as SQL injection or cross-site scripting (XSS), which could
have very serious consequences. This makes form validation an important concern in
practically all web applications that use forms. It is also a task with which many
developers seem to struggle[1].

Form validation can be performed in two phases of the form handling process.
First, the browser may validate the input given by the user. Then, once the data has
been submitted to the server, the server may inspect the data sent from the browser
to ensure its validity. The first validation phase is called client-side validation and the
second one is known as server-side validation. Both validation phases are important
and should be performed in a typical web application.

This division of form validation into client-side and server-side validation raises a
few questions. Because the client-side form and the server-side form handle the same
data, it seems reasonable to assume that the validation logic is similar in both cases.
However, the client and server software are typically implemented using different
technologies and with differing accesses to the database as clients cannot typically
access databases directly. Furthermore, the client and the server are two separate
programs altogether. Thus, the validation can only be implemented separately in
both environments. Whether it is possible to unify the separate implementations
into one and thereby reduce the amount of duplicate code or logic that must be
maintained is one of the aforementioned questions. A second question relates to
the solutions: what kind of solutions can be developed to solve the problem? The
solutions lead to a third question: how useful are the possible solutions in practice?

This Master’s thesis makes a contribution to the research on form validation in
three ways. First, it reviews the existing literature on the topic from the perspective
of both client-side and server-side validation techniques as well as combining the
separate implementations. Security and usability of web forms and form validation
are also covered in the literature review. The second contribution of the thesis
is a comparison of possible approaches to solve the issue of duplicated validation
implementations. The third contribution of the thesis is the implementation and
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documentation of an approach to validating forms on both client and server based
on one specification document.

The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides a brief introduction to
the technologies used to create web forms as well as some important principles
that commonly apply to form validation. Chapter 3 reviews the literature on web
forms, focusing on client-side validation, server-side validation and unification of the
implementations of these validation phases. Chapter 4 presents and analyses the pos-
sible solutions for de-duplicating validation implementations. Chapter 5 documents
the implementation of a specification-based form validation code generation library.
Chapter 6 evaluates the usefulness of the implemented solution. Chapter 7 concludes
the thesis by summarizing the findings and suggesting topics for future work.
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2 Preliminaries
In order to understand form validation and the typical issues arising in it, it is
necessary to understand how forms are created and handled on the web. This section
describes the basic concepts and processes associated with handling forms. First, it
provides an overview of how forms are processed in a typical web application. Then,
it describes client-side validation techniques and server-side validation techniques in
more detail.

2.1 Processing forms
Handling forms in a web application is a process that consists of multiple phases. It
includes rendering the form, filling in the form, validating the form, sending it to
the server and receiving feedback on whether the submission was successful. Figure
1 shows an example of a form validation process. Some of the steps may not be
performed in all cases, some may be interleaved or performed in a slightly different
order.

Figure 1: The process of form handling between the client and the server

As shown in Figure 1, the process of using a form begins when a user triggers
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an action that causes the client application to render a form (phases 1 & 2). Once
the form has been displayed to the user, the user will begin to fill in the information
requested in the form (phase 3).

This is followed by a validation phase, which is known as client-side validation
(phase 4). It can occur once the form has been filled (as described in the figure)
or it can even be performed while the user is still filling in the form. If the data is
invalid, warning or error messages can be shown (phase 5). In some cases, especially
in older webpages that do not use AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript And XML),
validation might only be performed after the user has filled in the form and submitted
it. However, this approach may result in a poor user experience as the user will need
to fill in the entire form only to find out that some input value was invalid [2].

Once client-side validation passes, the form can be submitted to the server. The
submission is often made when the user clicks a submit button (phase 6). The client
application handles the click event and submits the form to the server (phase 7).
The endpoint can be defined using the action and method attributes of the HTML
form element. Modern applications often prevent the default submission operation
and send a JSON string describing the filled-in data asynchronously by using the
Fetch API or the XMLHttpRequest (XHR) object.

The server then receives the request sent by the client and performs a second
validation phase known as server-side validation (phase 8). This validation phase
checks that the received data is still valid. In contrast to the client-side validation
techniques, server-side validation can perform more complex validation checks that
involve database operations. If the server does not accept the received data, it will
send an error response to the client. Otherwise it will process it according to the
business logic of the application. This may include storing the data into a database
(DB) (phase 9). After processing, a success response (e.g. HTTP 200, 201) will be
sent to the client (phase 10).

Having received the response from the server, the client will process it. This
could involve showing an error message or a success message to the user (phase 11).

2.2 Roles of client-side and server-side validation phases
As stated in section 2.1, the validation of a form can be performed in two distinct
phases of the form handling process. First, it can be performed on the client-side
before the form data is sent to the server for processing. Thereafter, it can be
performed on the server after receiving the data and before processing it further.

Both validation phases are important and should typically be implemented as
they have their own benefits. Client-side validation enables the application to offer
feedback on the data much faster than if the data had to be sent to the server first. It
can also be used to reduce the load on the server because it can prevent submission
of data that cannot be valid. However, client-side validation usually cannot perform
all possible necessary checks such as checking the state of the database. Client-side
validation code can, however, request the server to validate data it cannot validate
alone. While it is a useful technique that enables stricter validation on the client,
requesting a server to validate some part of a form’s data does not adequately protect
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an application server from receiving invalid form submissions.
This lack of protection is caused by the fact that the are at least two ways to

access the server (illustrated in the figure below):

• Using the client application itself: filling in a form and submitting it to an API
endpoint on the server

• Using an HTTP client tool such as cURL or Postman to send an HTTP request
to an API endpoint on the server

Figure 2: Two distinct ways to access the server: 1) via the client application UI, 2)
by sending requests directly to the server

This means that the client-side validation logic can be skipped by using a tool
that can send requests directly into the server’s API (application programming
interface) Examples of such tools include cURL and Postman. Requests sent in
this way can include both valid and invalid data. Without server-side validation,
invalid data sent directly to the server would end up being processed as if it was valid.
Therefore, server-side validation is security-critical and must always be implemented.
Client-side validation is less critical but still strongly recommended as it improves
the user experience of an application.

2.3 HTML forms
Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) is a markup language that is used to define
the structure and contents of a web page. It uses an XML-like syntax which consists
of elements that are marked by opening and (typically) closing tags. A typical HTML
document consists of two main parts: a head and a body section. The head section
describes the page title and other metadata related to the page. It also includes links
to the CSS stylesheet files and JavaScript (JS) files that the page uses to define its
appearance and implement its interactive functionality. The body section defines the
content of the page.

Listing 1 demonstrates the structure of an HTML document.
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1 <!DOCTYPE html >
2 <html >
3 <head >
4 <title >Web page title </title >
5 <link
6 rel=" stylesheet "
7 type="text/css" href="path/to/css/file.css"
8 />
9 <script src="path/to/js/file.js"></script >

10 </head >
11 <body >
12 <h1>Heading 1</h1>
13 </body >
14 </html >

Listing 1: An example HTML document

The HTML language supports forms by defining a <form> element. The form
element contains the input fields displayed in the form and typically a button that is
used to submit the form.

1 <form action="/process -form" method="POST">
2 <label for="name -input">Your name </label >
3 <input id="name -input" type="text" name="name" />
4
5 <label for="password -input">Password </label >
6 <input id="password -input" type=" password " name="

password " />
7
8 <label for="age -input">Your age </label >
9 <input id="age -input" type="number" name="age" />

10
11 <label for="terms - checkbox ">I approve the terms and

conditions </label >
12 <input id="terms - checkbox " type=" checkbox " name="

terms_approved " />
13
14 <button >Submit </button >
15 </form >

Listing 2: An example HTML form

The example form shown in Listing 2 contains four inputs: a text input for a
user’s name, a password input for a password, a number input for an age and a
checkbox for indicating approval of some terms. The button element at the end
triggers the submission of the form. In this case, clicking the button causes an HTTP
POST request to be sent to the relative URL /process-form with the payload being
a URL encoded string of name-value pairs.
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2.4 Client-side validation
The HTML standard provides a few methods for ensuring that the data entered into
a form is valid.

One such method is the type attribute which limits the type of data that can
be entered in an HTML input element. For instance, an input element with the
type number can only contain numeric inputs and a date input restricts the entered
values to valid dates. As a second method, HTML allows input elements to have
attributes that can be used to further restrict the possible inputs. For instance, a
number input can be limited to a given range of numbers by providing values for the
max and min attributes. Furthermore, input elements can be made mandatory by
using the required attribute. Listing 3 shows an example of all of these methods.

1 <form >
2 <input type="text" placeholder ="Name" required />
3 <input type="email" placeholder ="Email" required />
4 <input type="date" placeholder =" Birthdate " required /

>
5 <input type="text" pattern ="\d{6}(+| -|A)\d{3}[0 -9A-]"

placeholder ="SSN" required />
6 </form >

Listing 3: An example of HTML input attributes

While the type attribute and other restrictive attributes improve native HTML
support for form validation, they have serious issues due to which many developers do
not rely only on them. One of the issues is that the error messages are implemented
by the browser which leads to differing appearances on different browsers [3] as
demonstrated in Figure 3, which is not acceptable if a service needs to have a similar
appearance on all platforms. A second issue is that, at least in some browsers, only
the first error message will be shown despite many fields having erroneous values [3].
This makes it difficult for a user to fix all the errors at once without resubmitting
the form to receive more detailed information about the next error. Thirdly, the
validation checks are only performed when a user tries to submit a form [3], which
makes it more difficult to fill a form and correct its errors.

Due to these issues, custom JavaScript validation code is often used to implement
validation. JavaScript allows binding function calls to events, which makes it possible
to run validation code whenever a field is changed (i.e. the change event is dispatched),
when a field loses focus (blur event) or some other meaningful event is dispatched.
Moreover, JavaScript allows the Document Object Model (DOM) to be manipulated,
which enables the creation of error messages using normal HTML elements. Like
other HTML elements, elements created in JavaScript code may be styled using
CSS, thus enabling the creation of similar error messages on all platforms. In short,
JavaScript gives developers much more flexibility than the built-in HTML validation
functionality and enables a more uniform look-and-feel across different browsers.
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Figure 3: Error messages for an invalid email field shown by Firefox (above) and
Chrome (below)

JavaScript can be used to implement form validation in two ways. A form can
be validated traditionally by reading values of input elements and comparing these
values against an explicitly stated condition. This technique is often used in practice
when forms are implemented using a library such as React. However, JavaScript also
offers an API for performing form validation [3], which is known as the Constraint
Validation API.

The constraint validation API offers JavaScript programmers methods for ana-
lyzing the validity of a field and reporting its validity to a user. The methods are
exposed in the interfaces of objects that represent certain types of form-related HTML
elements. Among these elements are the standard <input> element, <textarea>
element, <select> element, <fieldset> element and <button> element as well as
some less common ones. In addition to individual form control elements, validation
methods are also available on the form level, which means that the validity of a
whole form can be checked by calling the appropriate methods of a given HTML
form element. [4]

The two main methods that are offered for form validation are checkValidity
and reportValidity. checkValidity can be used to check whether a given field is
valid without reporting it to a user. It checks the value of the input field, decides if
the value is valid based on the conditions given in the element’s HTML markup and
returns a Boolean value (true/false) indicating the decision. It also dispatches an
invalid event if the field is invalid. The reportValidity method does the same as
checkValidity but it also reports the result of the validity check to a user using the
capabilities of the browser. In addition to these methods, the setCustomValidity
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can be used to provide a custom error message and mark an input as invalid.
reportValidity can be used to show the custom error message to the user. The
error can be removed by calling setCustomValidity with an empty string parameter.
[4]

Method Description
checkValidity Validates the value of an element, returns true/false
reportValidity Validates the value of an element and reports it to the

user, returns true/false

Table 1: The main form and input validation methods offered for form control
elements. Source: [5]

In addition to the validation methods, form elements can also dispatch invalid
events which a JavaScript program can listen to using event listeners and process
[4, 6]. These events are dispatched when a form with invalid inputs is submitted or
when checkValidity or reportValidity is called.

Finally, the Constraint Validation API also enables investigating the validity of
a form field by accessing the validity property of a form control element. This
property is an object which implements the ValidityState interface. The interface
contains Boolean fields which indicate the validity of the value of the element as well
as the reason for invalidity if the value is invalid. Examples of these fields include
tooShort for values that are shorter than a minimum length, tooLong for values
that exceed a maximum length, patternMismatch for values that fail to comply with
a required pattern (regular expression) and typeMismatch for values that are of an
incorrect type. [7]

2.5 Server-side validation
As described in previous sections, server-side form validation is the process of
validating a form on the server. Like client-side form validation, it is concerned with
checking user input against a specification. For instance, both approaches can check
that an input has a value satisfies certain constraints such as matching a regular
expression in the case of an email input, or being a positive integer in the case of a
quantity field. However, they also differ from each other in significant ways.

One of the key differences is the environment in which the validation is performed.
Client-side validation is performed in the browser which uses HTML documents
and linked JavaScript code to perform validation. For instance, modern browsers
implement the Constraint Validation API described in Chapter 2.4. Other JavaScript-
based approaches can also be used. Although browsers do have differences in their
support of certain features and their implementations of these features, they all
use the same base technologies, i.e. HTML, CSS, JavaScript. This makes the
client-side environment somewhat standardized. In contrast, numerous programming
language and framework options exist for server implementation. Examples include
Node.js (JavaScript), Django (Python), Flask (Python) and Spring (Java). Many
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frameworks implement similar functionalities for form validation but the details of
implementations depend on the chosen framework.

Another key difference between server-side and client-side validation is database
access. Contrary to client-side validation, server-side programs usually have access
to the database of the application, which allows server software to perform more
thorough validation checks to ensure that the consistency and integrity of the data
is preserved.

An example of server-side form validation could be a situation in which a form is
used to create an item which must have a category. In this case, the client application
is likely to show a form that allows a user to enter the name of an item as well as
an HTML <select> element (or some other suitable element) that allows the user
to choose the appropriate category for the item. On the server-side, the data is
processed according to the data model, which could, at its simplest, consist of an
Item entity and a Category entity. Both entities have names and the Item entity
must refer to a Category entity. This is demonstrated in the UML diagram in Figure
4.

Figure 4: UML diagram of a data model

Once the user has sent the form, the client is likely to send the data to a RESTful
API endpoint on the server as a JSON-formatted string. This JSON string could be
similar to the one shown in Listing 4.

1 {
2 "name ": "Test Item 1",
3 " category ": 1
4 }

Listing 4: Potential JSON string sent to the server

Once the server receives the request, it will extract the payload from the request,
convert the JSON string to a reasonable data structure and check the contents of
this data structure. Listing 5 demonstrates how this can be done in the Express
framework (a framework commonly used when building applications using Node.js).
The first three lines are irrelevant for form validation as they only import the needed
packages. On line 4, a route handler is defined to handle HTTP POST requests
coming to the relative URL "/item". The req and res parameters correspond to
the received request object and the response object, respectively. The route handler
first extracts the body of the request. It then proceeds to check that the name and
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the category fields are defined in the body. Thereafter, on line 19, the code checks
whether a category with the id given in the request exists. If the name or category
id is missing or if a category does not exist with the given id, a HTTP 400 response
will be sent to the client, indicating that the request was flawed. Otherwise, the code
builds the Item entity on line 26, saves it to the database and sends a HTTP 201
response to the client, indicating that the request has been successfully handled and
the item was created. If an error occurs during this process, the error is caught and
the client is informed with an HTTP 500 response.

1 const router = require (’express ’).Router ();
2 const { Category , Item } = require ( ’../ models/models ’);
3
4 router.post (’/item ’, async (req , res) => {
5 try {
6 const { body } = req;
7 if (! body.name) {
8 return res.status (400).json ({
9 message : ’Name is missing ’

10 });
11 }
12
13 if (! body. category ) {
14 return res.status (400).json ({
15 message : ’Category is missing ’
16 });
17 }
18
19 const category = await Category . findByPk (body.

category );
20 if (! category ) {
21 return res.status (400).json ({
22 message : ’Category does not exist ’
23 });
24 }
25
26 const item = Item.build ({
27 name: body.name ,
28 category : body. category
29 });
30 await item.save ();
31 res.status (201).end ();
32
33 } catch (err) {
34 res.status (500).json ({
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35 message : ’Internal Server Error ’
36 });
37 }
38 });
39
40 module. exports = router;

Listing 5: ExpressJS validation code for the item form

If a relational database is used, the constraints are also typically enforced in the
database schema, which could alleviate the need to check the existence of a related
database item like done on line 19 in Listing 5. However, it can be argued that
delaying the identification of invalid input is not desirable.
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3 Related work
This section analyses the existing literature on the topic of web form validation. While
the main aim is to discover solutions to the problem of duplicated implementations,
the literature on the individual validation phases are also analysed as knowledge
of the existing research helps in designing a solution to the original problem. The
analysis thus focuses on three aspects of form validation: client-side validation,
server-side validation and unification of client-side and server-side validation.

3.1 Client-side form validation
3.1.1 DOM-based methods

In an article discussing the topic of teaching students to write “good and elegant“
code using JavaScript, Passier et al. present an implementation of a simple client-side
form validation module. This module uses HTML markup to define form inputs,
their types and validity rules. The actual validation is performed in JavaScript code
which reads the attributes of the HTML elements in the DOM and the values of the
inputs and performs logic based on these attributes and values. [8]

In [9], Kálmán presents a similar but more complicated idea for client-side form
validation, which he calls jSRML. It is based on SRML, which he presented in a 2013
article as a language for "defining semantic rules that describe relationships between
XML attributes". In the jSRML article, Kálmán describes an effort to extend SRML
in order to make it useful for form validation. Similarly to the validation module
described by Passier et al., it defines the validation rules in the HTML code. An
example of this is given in the article and shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Example jSRML validation rules for an email field. Source: [9]

As can be seen in the code example, the validation rules are specified in the
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HTML code by adding a comment after a field that needs validation. The comment
is structured in a syntax similar to XML. The contents of the comment describe the
conditions for the validity of the given field, the error message to be shown as well
as CSS classes for styling the input and the error message. The action element in
the example also provides a mechanism for tying callback functions to validation
results. In addition to the email example, jSRML is reported to contain many more
validation possibilities including the existence of a value in a required field, checking
the length of a string and matching a string against a regular expression. [9]

Architecturally, jSRML is reported to be simple: it only requires a rule engine
and the validation rules in the HTML code. According to the article, the rule engine
can simply be imported by including it in the HTML document. The engine reads
the rules from the HTML code, processes them and uses them to validate the form
when necessary. [9]

According to the article, jSRML can also be used in a server-side validation
context. However, this server-side version is only used as a validation server and
does not process the data further. [9]

3.1.2 Declarative methods

In contrast to methods in which validation rules are written into HTML and pro-
cessed in JavaScript, declarative approaches have also been invented. In declarative
approaches, a form is defined in a specification document which is then used to create
either the validation functions needed for the form or a full web form including the
user interface and validation functionality.

An early attempt at declarative form creation was made in the year 2000 when
Braband et al. presented PowerForms. In the article, the authors describe the state
of form validation at the time as server-oriented and argue that enabling client-side
validation will make web forms more responsive and efficient from a network traffic
perspective. The authors then describe the challenges caused by JavaScript-based
client-side validation techniques and propose a declarative XML-based specification
for defining forms. This specification-based approach is reported to abstract away
implementation details and thereby ease the work of a web developer. [10]

A more recent attempt at declarative form generation is JSON-GUI presented
by Galizia et al. in 2018. It is a declarative client-side form generation module for
AngularJS. The module is reported to generate full implementations of forms based
on a JSON-formatted "configuration object" which describes the fields of a form,
including field names, types and validation rules. [11]

In addition to PowerForms and JSON-GUI, JSON Forms also provides declara-
tive form generation functionality to users. It is reported to simplify web developers’
workload when creating forms by eliminating the need to manually write the HTML
code and JavaScript code of a form and enabling developers to create a form simply
by describing it in a specification file. As its name suggests, the specification files
used by the framework are written in the JSON format. JSON Forms uses two
specification files: a data specification file (referred to as "data/JSON schema") and
a user interface specification file (referred to as "UI Schema"). Based on these files,
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Figure 6: Architecture of JSON Forms. Source: [13]

the framework generates the client-side code needed for a form. [12]
The architecture of JSON Forms is split into a number of modules which can

be divided into three levels. The deepest level is the core module which offers tools
and utilities for managing the forms created using the JSON specification files. The
second level is formed by UI framework specific libraries that enable the use of the
form handling utilities of the core module on a specific UI framework. UI framework
libraries are reported to exist for React, Angular and Vue. The third level are
so-called "renderer sets" which enable developers to use the functionality offered by
the second level library on a specific UI component library, e.g. Material UI. [13]

3.2 Server-side form validation
A 2011 article by Escott et al. describes a model-driven approach to form validation.
In their work, server-side validation code is generated from a UML (Unified Modeling
Language) model. The authors present a method for generating the code of a form
validator in the Spring framework and suggest that this approach should be applicable
to many other frameworks as well. However, they also note that trying to apply the
methodology for many frameworks can result in a solution that does not use the
full potential of the chosen framework. The article does not address this problem or
client-side validation but the authors stated that they will investigate these issues in
later work. [14]

A model-driven approach to form validation is also described by Groenewegen et
al. in [15]. Their article describes an effort to extend WebDSL (a domain-specific
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language for defining web applications) to cover data validation needs. The solution
allows form validation code to be generated from definitions provided in the WebDSL
language. The solution is reported to only generate server-side validation and as
such, web applications generated in this way perform validation only server-side.

Non-model-driven approaches have also been studied. In their 2011 article, Bohøj
et al. present AdapForms, a declarative server-centric form validation framework
[16]. The framework is reported to handle the entire form life cycle from initialization
and filling the form to validation and submission.

The framework enables developers to create forms by writing a specification file
that defines the fields and their properties in the form. The properties include valida-
tion rules which can check the type, format and existence of values as well checking
that the values are within a range. The authors state that more complex checks
which involve the database are also enabled. In addition to these, the architecture of
the system allows validation logic to be implemented without duplicating the code
or logic to a major extent. [16]

A form has three different manifestations in AdapForms: a definition document,
a general Form entity and a FormInstance object [16].

The first manifestation is an XML document, which can be seen as as a static
representation of the form. This document lays out the structure of the form by
describing the data fields presented in the form. These descriptions include the types
of the fields, validation rules and the relevance to the user, among other information.
The format is quite expressive as it can express e.g. the conditions under which
a certain field is required (or displayed to the user) as well as repeated sub-forms,
through which a user can enter multiple instances of a certain type of data object
(for instance, describe the user’s children, as shown in the example XML in Figure 7).
Figure 7, an example document presented in the article, demonstrates the structure
and properties of the definition file [16].

Figure 7: Example AdapForms form definition XML file. Source: [16]
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The second manifestation is a Form entity, which is constructed by parsing the
XML definition document at run time. According to the article, this is a "static
form" that represents the form structure. The Form entity does not hold any data
or validation status and cannot be interacted with by a user. For this purpose, the
third manifestation, a FormInstance entity, can be created using an associated Form
entity. [16]

A FormInstance entity corresponds to an individual user’s unique copy of the
form and is the entity which is responsible for holding data inserted by a user and
validating the data in the form. When a user interacts with a FormInstance, a so-
called "adaptation cycle" is triggered. In this process, the data in the FormInstance
is validated and the FormInstance is adapted to a state that is described by the
properties defined in the XML file, e.g. some field might become required or hidden
from the user. After adaptations, the changes to the form are sent back to the
browser for the user to see. [16]

A similar concept has been proposed by Brinhosa et al. in a 2012 article on
WSIVM ("Web Services Input Validation Model"), a module for validating form data
on the application server. It is designed to validate form data sent to a server using
SOAP messages. The system is reported to read an XML-based specification which
defines the fields of a form. The article does not describe the internal structures of
the system in-depth. [17]

3.3 Unification of client-side and server-side validation logic
The server-centric AdapForms framework described in Chapter 3.2 was reportedly
designed to address the issue of duplication of client-side and server-side validation
implementations. As described in Chapter 3.2, the framework achieves this by
moving validation and form adaptation to the application server and having the
client communicate with the server to perform validation [16]. The approach seems
to be capable of solving the issue but it has some potential issues as relying on
server-side validation is likely to negatively affect the performance of the application.
It is also reported to store form state on the server, which is likely to be unnecessary.

A 2009 article by Z. Liang et al. presents an attempt to extract the validation
rules to a separate file which can be reused in both client and server software. They
divide validation rules into "database-isolated" and "database-related" rules by which
they refer to rules that can be checked without database access and rules that can
only be checked against the database. Of these categories, they only extract the
former as they argue that database-related rules should not be performed on the
client-side at all and can therefore be left out. The database-isolated rules are written
into an XML file which is read by the client-side and server-side code. [18]

A 2011 article by Ying et al. describes a tool and a process for converting
traditional web forms into AJAX-enabled (Asynchronous JavaScript And XML)
forms that can perform validation logic and request server-side validation when a user
changes input values and show validation results without reloading the whole page.
The tool they present is stated to be able to generate the source code for client-side
validation using jQuery (a JavaScript library) based on the specification created by a
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programmer. They also report that the tool is able to generate server-side validation
code. However, the article does not describe the details of the generation process. [2]

Alkhalaf et al. analyse vulnerabilities in form input validation in their 2012
article. Their analysis focuses on the inconsistencies between client-side validation
functions and server-side validation functions and the vulnerabilities introduced by
these inconsistencies. They also present a method for discovering such inconsistencies
by extracting client-side validators and server-side validators, converting them into
finite state automata and analysing the differences between the automata. [19]

The issue of inconsistency between client-side validation and server-side validation
has also been recognised by Skrupsky et al. in their 2012 article describing a generative
approach to solve the issue. Their solution, a system called WAVES, works by
analysing the server-side implementation and generating the client-side validation
code from the logic it has extracted from the server-side implementation. The system
is reported to be able to generate validation code for constraints that are static by
nature as well as dynamic constraints whose validity depends on the state of the
server, for instance the state of the database. [20]

A 2003 article by Scott et al. describes a security enhancement system which they
call a security gateway. The system is designed to be placed between the client and
a web server and its role is to "intercept, analyze and transform" all HTTP requests
between the client and the server. The system is concerned with application-level
security in general and it therefore also implements form validation tools. The
security gateway is reported to generate JavaScript code for client-side validation
and inject it into forms that are sent to a client from the server. The validation
code is generated from a specification which is written in a language called the
Security-Policy Description Language 2 (SPDL-2)[21]. In addition to the client-side
code, the system is also reported to support server-side validation code generation
from the same SPDL-2 specification.

3.4 Other work
A major topic in the field of web forms is the security of web applications and the role
of form validation in ensuring security. Code injection attacks such as SQL injection
and cross-site scripting (XSS) are widely identified as major security threats caused
by inadequate implementations of form validation. The causes and prevalence of
these vulnerabilities have been researched in a large number of studies. Many studies
have also been conducted to discover methods for finding such vulnerabilities. Scholte
et al. studied the relationship between programming languages and the types of
common vulnerabilities in them. They conclude that languages and frameworks that
mostly handle data as plain strings are most vulnerable to the these types of attacks
and that type support for common input types could help to prevent vulnerabilities
from being introduced [22].

In addition to security issues and implementation strategies for form validation,
research has been conducted on other validation-related issues such as usability. For
instance, it has been found in [23] that error messages should be shown only after
completing a form as a user is mentally either completing a form or revising it. Error
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messages have also been found to be best placed on the right side of an erroneous
field [24]. Furthermore, it has been discovered that the best way to instruct users to
fill in a form field with format requirements is to explicitly show the rule that defines
the validity of a field [25]. Research also shows that only a very small part of regular
expressions used on the web are unique [26].
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4 Possible solutions
The problem of duplicated form validation code can be addressed in a few ways. As
client-side validation alone is not sufficient, the two main approaches that can be
used are to either use server-side validation functionality on the client or to somehow
generate the validation code on both sides from a single description resource.

The approach using server-side functionality can be implemented in at least two
ways. One approach is to use a dedicated validation server. A second approach could
be to offer clients a way to validate form data on the application server without
having the data be processed any further. As for the code generation approach, form
validation logic on both client and application server could be created automatically
based on a form specification. This section explores these three alternatives in more
detail.

4.1 Validation server
As stated in chapter 2, a form should always be validated on both the client and
the server. Server-side code typically has a better access to the database and can
therefore perform more strict validation checks than client-side code. This suggests
that the server-side validation code could be extracted into a separate server that
could be accessed by both the client and the server. The client would first send the
form data to the validation server which would respond with an indication of whether
the data was valid or invalid. If the data is deemed valid, the client can proceed
and submit the data to the application server. Having received the request from the
client, the application server consults the validation server and receives a report on
the validity of the data. If the data is again deemed valid, the server may proceed
with processing the received data in accordance with the application logic. Once
the processing has been completed, the application server finally responds to the
client. This flow of interaction is demonstrated in Figure 8. The server-side variant
of jSRML is reported to be different from the application server [9], which implies
that the jSRML server-side implementation is a type of validation server.

Although it may solve the problem of duplicated logic, the validation server
approach has many drawbacks. First, it increases the amount of requests sent to
perform validation, which is likely to hinder performance. Second, the validation
server needs similar access to the application’s database or other services needed for
the validation. Third, handling authenticated users and requests sent by them is
likely to become quite complicated.

4.2 Offering validation on the application server
The drawbacks of the validation server approach suggest that it is not a feasible
solution in many cases. The approach can be simplified by offering existing server-
side validation functionality to the client. In this approach, the validation server is
eliminated, which leaves the client and the application server co-operating to ensure
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Figure 8: Flow of interaction in a system that involves a validation server

validity. The AdapForms framework uses this approach as it performs validation
server-side.

The flow of interaction in this approach is similar to the validation server approach
(Figure 8). The difference is that the requests sent to the validation server are sent
directly to the application server. In order to offer validation without further
processing, a separate API endpoint can be created or a URL query string parameter
can used to only allow validation. In cases where the application server communicates
with the validation server, the application server only calls its own methods. This
makes the approach simpler and improves the performance of the system.

Despite being arguably better than the validation server approach, this approach
still requires client-side validation to be performed remotely, which increases server
load and hinders performance.

4.3 Generating validation code from a specification
The validation server approach and application server validation approach are both
based on re-using the server-side validation logic for client-side validation. As they
do not include any client-side validation code, they rely on the availability of a
server. As mentioned in 4.2., this increases server load and the delay caused by the
communication makes the application less responsive.

These problems could be solved by implementing client-side validation. To avoid
duplicating the implementation, the validation code on the client and the server
could be generated from a specification file. This specification file would describe
the fields of the form and the rules that apply to them. A server-side library and a
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client-side library can then be implemented to read the specification and generate
the validation code needed to validate a form.

A few implementations of specification-based forms have already been imple-
mented. For instance, the PowerForms solution presented by Braband et al. uses a
declarative approach in which a form is specified in an XML-based specification. The
AdapForms framework also uses a specification in the form of an XML document.
Furthermore, the JSON Forms also uses a specification, namely two JSON files,
to generate the client-side code required to render and validate a form. However,
neither of the frameworks generate both the client-side and server-side validation
code for a form. JSON Forms and PowerForms are intended for client-side use only
while AdapForms skips the client-side validation by performing all validation on
the server-side. In addition to these issues, as a solution from the early 2000s, the
PowerForms solution is not applicable in the modern web environment.

This suggests that implementing a specification-based solution which generates
both client-side and server-side validation code is a reasonable experiment.
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5 Specification-based form validation library
Of the three alternatives described in Chapter 4, specification-based form validation
is the most promising approach. This section describes the implementation of a
library that implements the specification-based approach from many perspectives.
First, it describes the requirements. Second, it discusses the technology choices.
Thereafter, it describes the form specification used by the implemented solutions.
Finally, the section describes both the client-side solution and the server-side solution
from a usage perspective, an architecture perspective and the perspective of the
validation algorithm used.

5.1 Requirements
On a high level, the form validation library must be able to perform the following
tasks:

• Allow developers to define a single form specification for both client and server

• Generate validation code on the server based on the specification

• Generate validation code on the client based on the specification

This concept is illustrated in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Concept of a form validation unification library

This high-level idea leaves the requirements for the specification and the validation
features offered by the client-side solution and the server-side solution open.

The specification must define the fields used in a form. These definitions must
include type information, possible constraints on the values of a field as well as the
name of a field. If these pieces of information are given, the validator software on
the client-side can keep track of the values, validities and errors of individual form
fields. The server-side validator software will also be able to recognise the values of
individual form fields, validate the fields and check that the submitted form data
contains only the fields defined in the specification.

In addition to creating single fields with the name, type and constraint information,
some forms contain repeatable sets of fields. For instance, one could list the necessary
information of all people involved in a booking of some resource, e.g. the customers
in a hotel room. This type of field group must also be supported.
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As for client-side validation features, HTML supports validating a field based on
a few type-specific constraints. These constraints include minimum and maximum
values for numbers and dates, minimum and maximum lengths and patterns of strings
(text fields), the type of a field as well as checking whether a field is required [27].
These must be supported by the library. However, some validation needs cannot
be implemented with such simple constraints. For instance, the final character of a
Finnish social security number depends on the sum of its numeric digits. In some
cases, a server may be needed to perform validation even before submission. To enable
validation in these cases, the library must support custom validator functions that
users can implement themselves. The custom validator functions must be allowed to
be asynchronous.

On the server-side, the same simple constraints (maximum/minimum value, max-
imum/minimum length, pattern, required, field type) must be supported. Similarly
to the client-side scenario, some fields cannot be validated using only these simple
constraints and thus custom validators must supported also on the server. As server-
side validation often needs to compare input values to the application state stored in
a database, the validators must be allowed to be asynchronous.

As the simple constraints are the same on both client and server, these do not
need to be expressed separately in the specification. However, the client-side software
typically does not communicate directly with the database, which suggests that some
custom validators must be performed on server-side only. This further suggests that
the client-side custom validators and server-side custom validators must be defined
separately. The client will then be able to skip the server-side validators and vice
versa.

The requirements described in this section are summarized in Table 2.
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Form specification
Requirement Description
Form name The form must have a name
Form fields The form must specify its fields
Field name A form field must have a name
Field type A form field must have a type
Field constraints A form field must support constraints

Client-side solution
Requirement Description
Type constraint A field can be validated against a type con-

straint
Max constraint A field can be validated against a max con-

straint when applicable
Min constraint A field can be validated against a min con-

straint when applicable
Max length constraint A field can be validated against a max length

constraint when applicable
Min length constraint A field can be validated against a max length

constraint when applicable
Pattern constraint A field can be validated against a pattern

constraint when applicable
Required constraint A field can be required
Client-side custom validators A field can be validated client-side against a

possibly asynchronous function implemented
by a user. The function must not be run
server-side.

Server-side solution
Requirement Description
Simple constraints The type, max, min, maxlength, minlength,

pattern, required constraints
Server-side custom validators A field can be validated server-side against a

possibly asynchronous function implemented
by a user. The function must not be run
client-side.

Table 2: Summary of the requirements

5.2 Technology stack
The client-side implementation will be created using a modern web front-end frame-
work. Facebook’s ReactJS has been the most popular front-end framework for many
years [28], which makes it a reasonable choice for the client-side solution.

The server-side solution will be implemented for Node.js as it supports JavaScript,
the same language used on the client. This allows using the same implementation
for some parts of the validation logic, especially the validation logic for simple
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constraints such as max and maxlength. ExpressJS is the most commonly used
back-end framework for the Node.js platform [29], making it a good choice for the
development of the server-side solution.

5.3 Form specification
In order to remove the need of duplicating the form validation logic on both the
client and the server, a single form specification must be valid for both sides.

Since both sides will be implemented in JavaScript, a JSON-based specification is
a reasonable choice as JSON files can easily be used in JavaScript. The specifications
could also be written in JavaScript as the chosen technologies are JavaScript-based
and would support such specifications. This would also allow importing and refer-
ing to user-defined functions in the specification. However, such JavaScript-based
specifications would not be usable by other technologies such Python or Java, which
discourages choosing JS as the language of the specification. In addition to better
compatibility across possible technology stacks, JSON-specifications could in theory
be stored on the server and requested by a client. This would ease the maintenance
of the form specifications as they could be stored only in one place. Clients could
then dynamically generate a form based on the specifications fetched from a server.

As for the contents of the specification, it must include all necessary information
for field validation to be possible. This information includes the names and types of
the fields as well as the possible constraints that a value must satisfy to be valid.

Listing 6 is an example of a possible JSON structure for describing this informa-
tion.

1 {
2 "name ": " exampleForm ",
3 "fields ": [
4 {
5 "name ": "name",
6 "type ": "text",
7 " constraints ": {
8 " required ": true ,
9 " maxlength ": 15

10 }
11 },
12 {
13 "name ": "age",
14 "type ": "number",
15 " constraints ": {
16 "max ": 125,
17 "min ": 0,
18 " required ": true
19 }
20 },
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21 {
22 "name ": "ssn",
23 "type ": "text",
24 " constraints ": {
25 " clientSideFunctions ": [
26 " validateSsn "
27 ],
28 " serverSideFunctions ": [
29 " validateSsn "
30 ]
31 }
32 }
33 ]
34 }

Listing 6: Example form specification

As can be seen in Listing 6, the necessary information can be described in a JSON
document which has a field for the name of the form and a list of fields. The field
objects also have a name but they also include the input type of the field and validity
constraints. The next sections describe these in more detail.

5.3.1 Input types

The input types are mostly equivalent to HTML input types to ensure maximal
ease of client-side HTML-based form implementation while also providing useful
type information for server-side validation. Certain HTML input types (button,
image, reset, search, submit) do not contain user-editable values, which implies
that these input types cannot be validated. These input types are not supported.
The checkbox-group and radio-group specification types correspond to groups of
checkboxes and radio buttons in HTML (input which share the same HTML name
attribute). The group specification type corresponds to a repeatable group of fields.

The types supported by the specification are listed in Table 3.
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Specification type Explanation
Standard HTML types

checkbox <input type=”checbox” />
color <input type=”color” />
date <input type=”date”
datetime-local <input type=”datetime-local” />
email <input type=”email” />
file <input type=”file” />
hidden <input type=”hidden” />
month <input type=”month” />
number <input type=”number” />
password <input type=”password” />
range <input type=”range” />
select <select>
tel <input type=”tel” />
text <input type=”text” />
textarea <textarea>
time <input type=”time” />
url <input type=”url” />
week <input type=”week” />

Custom input types
checkbox-group A group of HTML checkboxes
radio-group A group of HTML radio buttons
group a repeatable group of fields / subform

Table 3: Input types supported by the specification

5.3.2 Constraints

The specification supports most of the HTML constraints available for a given input
type. For instance, a text field or text-like fields such password fields support the
maxlength, minlength and pattern constraints supported by HTML.
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Constraint Description Supported types
max Maximum value of a field number, date
min Minimum value of a field number, date
maxlength Maximum length of a field text, textarea, email,

password, search, tel,
url, group

minlength Minimum length of a field text, textarea, email,
password, search, tel,
url, group

pattern A pattern that the value of a field
must satisfy

text, email, password,
search, tel, url

step The step between allowed values number
values The set of allowed values checkbox-group, radio-

group, select
required Whether a field is required or not all types
equals A field must have the given value all types
clientSideFunctions A list of function names used for

client-side validation
all types

serverSideFunctions A list of function names used for
server-side validation

all types

Table 4: Constraints supported by the specification

The max, min, maxlength, minlength, pattern, step and equals constraints are
simple as their values are single values such as numbers, dates or strings. However,
the values constraint and the required constraint are more complex as they are
represented using structured data.

A values constraint accepts a JSON array of objects that have two properties:
a label and a value. The label property contains the label shown to a user while
the value property holds the value used by the system. For instance, in a language
selection, the label for Finnish language could be Finnish but the value would often
be fi. Listing 7 shows an example of a field with a values constraint.

1 {
2 "name ": " language ",
3 "type ": "select",
4 " constraints ": {
5 "values ": [
6 {
7 "label ": " Finnish ",
8 "value ": "fi"
9 },

10 {
11 "label ": " Swedish ",
12 "value ": "se"
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13 }
14 ]
15 }
16 }

Listing 7: A field with a values constraint

The required constraint is even more complex as it can take three types of values:
a Boolean value, an array of constraints that must all be true or an array of arrays of
constraints. The Boolean case is simple while the other two are more complicated.

The first array case is demonstrated in Listing 8. It is an array of objects whose
field, type and value properties form a simple constraint on the value of a field. A
field is required if all the constraints described by the objects are satisfied.

1 {
2 "name ": " legalGuardian ",
3 "type ": "text",
4 " constraints ": {
5 " required ": [
6 {
7 "field ": "age",
8 "type ": "min",
9 "value ": 18

10 }
11 ]
12 }
13 }

Listing 8: A field with an array of conditions for a field being required

The second array case allows for more complicated logic by interpreting the array
as a logical expression in disjunctive normal form (DNF). A DNF expression is a
logical expression that is formulated as a disjunction (logical OR) of conjunctions
(logical AND). In the constraint specification, a DNF condition is expressed as an
array of the simpler arrays described in Listing 8. The inner arrays are interpreted as
clauses in DNF: the whole condition is satisfied if at least one of the clauses (inner
arrays) are satisfied. Listing 9 shows an example of this case: a field is required if
the value of an age field is at most 17 or the age has a greater value than 18 and the
value of a field named requiresGuardian is true.

1 {
2 "name ": " legalGuardian ",
3 "type ": "text",
4 " constraints ": {
5 " required ":
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6 [
7 [
8 {
9 "field ": "age",

10 "type ": "min",
11 "value ": 18
12 },
13 {
14 "field ": " requiresGuardian ",
15 "type ": "equals",
16 "value ": true
17 }
18 ],
19 [
20 {
21 "field ": "age",
22 "type ": "max",
23 "value ": 17
24 }
25 ]
26 ]
27 }
28 }

Listing 9: A field with a DNF required condition

In addition to the values and required constraints, the specification also al-
lows custom validator functions to be used as constraints. This is achieved by
providing an array of function names as values for the clientSideFunctions and
serverSideFunctions properties of the constraints definition. An example of this
can be seen in Listing 6 on lines 25-30. Implementation of these functions is covered
in technical descriptions of the client-side and server-side solutions. If these func-
tions depend on some fields of the form, these dependencies should be listed in the
dependencies property of the field specification.

5.4 Client-side solution
The client-side solution is a library for the ReactJS web UI library. It parses form
specifications of the type described in Chapter 5.3 and offers state management and
validation tools for managing the state of the form. The tools are offered in the form
of a React hook. Form state management refers to keeping track of the values of
the input fields, their validities and possible violations of the constraints set on the
fields. The validation tools are used internally to compute the validity of a field and
the errors but a validation function for the whole form is also provided to enable
validating the whole form when necessary.
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5.4.1 Usage

The client-side validator can be taken into use by wrapping the application in a
FormProvider component which uses React context to make form specifications and
custom validators available to all components that use the useForm hook. Compo-
nents inside the FormProvider wrapper component will receive access to the state
of a form and the form’s state management tools by calling the useForm hook.

Listing 10 shows an example of this pattern. The App component on lines 24-32
returns the Form component wrapped in a FormProvider. The Form component
fetches the form management tools for a form with the name "exampleFormName"
by calling the useForm with the name as a parameter on line 7. It then proceeds to
render the fields inside a form element on lines 10-21. The field types, values, change
handlers, validity information and errors are contained in the field objects whose
properties are destructured on line 12.

1 import React from ’react ’;
2 import FormProvider from ’form -validation -client ’;
3 import useForm from ’form -validation -client ’;
4 import form from ’./ forms/ exampleForm .json ’;
5
6 function Form () {
7 const form = useForm (’ exampleFormName ’);
8 const { fields , validate } = form;
9

10 return (
11 <form >
12 {fields.map (({ name , type , value , onChange }) => (
13 <input
14 key ={ name}
15 type ={ type}
16 value ={ value}
17 onChange ={( event) => onChange (event.target.

value)}
18 />))
19 }
20 </form >
21 );
22 };
23
24 function App () {
25 return (
26 <FormProvider
27 forms ={[ form ]}
28 functions ={{ /* object mapping names to functions

*/ }}
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29 >
30 <Form />
31 </ FormProvider />
32 };
33
34 export default App;

Listing 10: Basic use of the client-side form validator

The interface of the useForm hook property is described in Table 5:

Field Field type Description
fields data A list of field objects which contain e.g. the value, type,

name, validity and errors of a field
getFieldValue method Returns the value of field by name
getFieldValues method Returns the values of all fields
setFieldValue method Asynchronously sets the value of a field and updates the

validity of that field and its dependent fields
validate method Asynchronously validates all the fields and returns the

validity of the form including possible errors

Table 5: The interface of the object returned by useForm

Field Field type Description
name data The name of the field (in form specification JSON)
type data The type of the field (in form specification JSON)
label data The label of the field (in form specification JSON)
placeholder data The placeholder of the field (in form specification JSON)
constraints data The constraints of the field (e.g. max, min, required)
value data The current value of the field
validity data The current validity of the field (boolean)
errors data The names of the constraints violated by the current

value
fields data The (sub)fields of a group field
dependencies data The names of the fields on which the validity of the field

depends
group data The name of the group to which a field belongs (undefined

if field is not in a group)
index data The index of the instance of a group (undefined if field

is not in a group)
addInstance method Adds an instance of a repeatable group field
onChange method The change handler method for the field
validator method An asynchronous validator method

Table 6: The interface of the fields property
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Table 6 describes an item in the fields property of the useForm hook.

5.4.2 Architecture

The client-side solution is a library that consists of three main components: FormProvider,
FormContext and the useForm hook. These components and their relationships are
shown in Figure 10. In addition to these, the diagram shows how a client program
can integrate with the library.

Figure 10: Structure of the client-side library
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As seen in Chapter 5.4.1, the useForm hook is the core of the library from the
perspective of a user. It provides up-to-date information on the state of the form,
including static field information (name, type etc.) and dynamic field information
(value, validity, errors etc.). It also provides functions that allow manipulating
the state of the form (setFieldValue), reading the values of the form fields and
computing the validity of the whole form.

FormContext is an instance of React context which is used by two components:
the useForm hook and FormProvider. The former component uses it to fetch a
form specification object by form name as well as custom validator functions by the
names used in the form specification. It serves no other purpose than storing the
aforementioned resources outside the React component tree.

FormProvider is a simple wrapper component that wraps the Provider compo-
nent of FormContext and allows a user to provide a list of form specifications and
an object mapping custom validator names to JavaScript functions to be stored in
the context and thus be made available for the useForm hook.

In addition to useForm, FormContext and FormProvider, Figure 10 includes the
App and Form components. These are to be implemented by the user of the client-side
validation library. The role of the App component in the context of the validation
library is to wrap its contents in FormProvider while the Form component uses the
useForm hook to initialize the form, listen to changes in the state of the form and
manipulate the state of the form. It uses the data provided by the hook to show
the value of the field and the onChange method to change the value and to trigger
a validation cycle. Implementation of the user interface is left for the user as user
interfaces can be written using many different libraries and styles. If the client-side
solution was to implement the user interface, it would only implement one UI design,
which could compromise the usefulness of the validation library for projects which
need a different UI design.

5.4.3 Validation algorithm

A form is considered to be valid when all of its fields are valid. In the client-side
validation library, the validity of a field is evaluated by considering two properties of
a field: the type of the field and its constraints.

The type of a field value is considered valid if the value has the correct type. This
is a simple condition for text and numbers: the type of a text field is valid if the
value is a string and the type of a number field is valid if its value is an instance of
a JavaScript number. For dates, emails and other more complicated types, a field
must be given in a certain format that depends on the type.

While type validity is quite simple, constraint validity is more complicated.
Constraint validity can be divided into three components: the required constraint,
custom validators and built-in constraints. The required constraint is clearly satisfied
if the field has no value and the field is not required or if the field is required and the
field has a value. Custom validator constraints are satisfied if all custom validators
that have been listed in the field specification report that the field is valid. The
validity with respect to built-in constraints works the same way: if all built-in
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constraints are satisfied, the field is valid with respect to built-in constraints. If the
required constraint is satisfied, custom validators are satisfied and built-in constraints
are satisfied, the field is valid with respect to constraints.

The validation algorithm consists of four steps that check the validity of the field
type and constraints. These steps are the following:

1. Required constraint

2. Type

3. Built-in constraints

4. Custom validator constraints
First, it checks whether a field is required and whether it has a value or not. If

the field is not required and it does not have a value, the field is valid. If the field
is required and it has no value, the field is invalid. In other cases, the algorithm
proceeds to check whether the type constraint is satisfied. If the type is valid, built-in
constraints and possible custom validator constraints are checked. If all of these are
valid, the field is valid. Otherwise it is invalid. Constraint violations are added to an
array that is returned with the validity result.

Figure 11 shows a flow chart which visualises the flow of the algorithm.

Figure 11: Flow chart describing the validation algorithm
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5.4.4 Construction of a field validator function

The client-side and server-side libraries have an internal library of validators for
simple constraints such as maxlength, max as well as validators for input types and
more complicated constraints such as the required constraint. These constraints
are fetched from the typeValidators and constraintValidators objects shown
in Figure 12.

Figure 12: The solution has three sources for validation functions: type, constraints,
and custom validators

The construction of a field validator function begins by reading the type and
constraints in a field specification. A reference to a type validator function is fetched
from typeValidators based on the the type field in the specification. A similar
process is performed for constraint validators: references to constraint validator
functions are fetched from the constraintValidators object. Custom validators
are also fetched at this point. The functionStore in Figure 12 refers to the server-
side storage for custom validators. It is replaced by FormContext on the client.

When all necessary function references have been fetched, the functions are
called with the appropriate parameters in the order specified in Chapter 5.4.3: the
required constraint is evaluated first if it exists, followed by the type validator, other
built-in constraints and custom validators. The results of these evaluations are then
aggregated: if all validators indicate that the value is valid, the field validator will
also return a value indicating that the field is valid. Otherwise, the failing constraints
are listed and returned alongside the information of the invalidity of the field.
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5.4.5 Field update cycle

When a field is updated using the field’s onChange method (or the setFieldValue
method), a number of checks are performed. First, a new form input object is
formed and the field is validated using its validator method. Once the field has been
validated, the fields that depend on the changed field are validated. Thereafter, the
required constraint of each field is re-evaluated. After these steps are completed, the
new inputs, field validities, field errors and required constraints are persisted in the
state of the useForm hook.

5.4.6 Custom validator functions

A custom validator function can be implemented by creating a synchronous or
asynchronous JavaScript function which takes two arguments and returns a boolean
value which indicates whether the constraint implemented by the validator function
is satisfied. The first of the two arguments is the value of the field to which the
validator is applied and the second argument is an object that contains the values of
the fields that the field depends on.

1 const customValidator = (fieldValue , dependencies ) => {
2 return userDefinedFunction (
3 fieldValue ,
4 dependencies
5 );
6 };

Listing 11: An example custom validator

Listing 11 shows an example of a custom validator function. The userDefinedFunction
denotes a function written by a user.

5.5 Server-side solution
The server-side solution is a library for Express.js (a Node.js framework) which parses
the JSON-formatted form specifications and builds a validator function based on
the specification. The validator function can be called in a server-side program to
determine the validity of form input. In terms of complexity, the server-side library
is simpler than the client-side library as it does not need to handle changes to field
values. It simply receives JSON-formatted form input data and validates the input
data based on the rules defined in a form specification.

5.5.1 Usage

Compared to the client-side validator, the server-side form validator is simpler to
set up and use. Setting up the validator requires importing it, registering the form
specifications and custom validators. Once this is done, a form object corresponding
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to a specification can be obtained in a controller and the validity of received form
data can be checked with the validate method. Listing 12 shows an example of
how this can be done in code in an Express.js application.

1 const express = require (’express ’);
2 const app = express ();
3 const PORT = 3000;
4 const formValidator = require (’form -validation -server ’);
5 const { exampleValidator } = require (’./ customValidators

’);
6
7 const formSpec = require (’./ form.json ’);
8
9 // Register form specification to make formValidator

aware of it
10 formValidator . registerForm ( formSpec );
11
12 // Register custom validators that are used in the

specification
13 formValidator . registerFunction (’ exampleValidator ’,

exampleValidator );
14
15 app.use( express .json ());
16
17 app.post (’/form ’, async (req , res) => {
18 // Obtain a reference to the form object
19 const form = formValidator . getForm (’exampleForm ’);
20
21 // Validate the form
22 const validity = await form. validate (req);
23 return res.json( validity );
24 });
25
26 app.listen(PORT , () => {
27 console .log(‘Server listening on port ${PORT }‘);
28 });
29
30 process .on(’SIGINT ’, () => process .exit ());

Listing 12: Basic usage of the server-side form validator

Setting up the server-side form validator begins by importing the form validator
object as seen on line 4. Thereafter, on line 10, the form validator is made aware of a
form specification by calling the registerForm method of form validator object with
a form specification as a parameter. If the form fields’ constraints include server-side
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custom validators, they must also be registered by calling the registerFunction
method with a name and a reference to the actual function. An example of this can
be seen on line 13. This concludes the set up phase of using the form validator.

Once set up, a reference to a form object can be obtained by calling the form
validator’s getForm method with the name of the form, which is specified in the name
field of a form specification. The form object contains an asynchronous validate
method which evaluates the validity of the form and returns the validity and possible
errors in the form.

The interface of formValidator object is described in Table 7.

Method Arguments Description
registerForm A form specification (JSON) Registers the form to the

form validator
registerFunction validator name (in specifica-

tion JSON), validator func-
tion

registers a validator function
with the specified name

getForm form name (in specification
JSON)

Returns a form object which
has been constructed based
on the specification (JSON)

Table 7: Interface of formValidator

The interface of a form object is described in Table 8.

Method Arguments Description
validate Request object (ExpressJS) Asynchronously validates

the form, returns validity
and possible errors

Table 8: Interface of form object

5.5.2 Architecture

The structure of the server-side library consists of six components. These components
are a form validator object (formValidator), a function store (functionStore)
and classes Form, AbstractField, SimpleField and GroupField. The classes are
responsible for performing validation while function store is used as a store which
provides custom validators when needed. The form validator object is responsible for
providing function store and form object functionalities to a user. Figure 13 shows
these components and their relationships.

The form validator object is one of the two components with which a user interacts
directly. As seen in 5.5.1, it provides methods for registering forms and custom
validators as well as fetching form objects that offer validation tools. Internally, the
form validator object uses the function store component which offers methods for
registering a function by name and fetching a function by the name it was registered
with. These methods simply add a function reference to a JavaScript object using
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Figure 13: Structure of server-side solution

the name argument as a key and fetch a function reference from the object by the
name argument. The registerFunction method in the form validator object takes
a name and a function and calls the registerFunction method of the function store
with the same arguments.

When the registerForm method of the form validator object is called with a
specification object as an argument, the Form class is instantiated and the resulting
form object is stored in a JavaScript object with the value of the specification’s name
property as the key. The getForm method simply fetches a form object from the
JavaScript object by the name argument and returns the corresponding form object
if one is found.

Form is the simplest class as it only holds references to the field objects which
represent the individual fields of the form. The interface of the Form class includes
the asynchronous validate method which calls the validation method of each of its
field objects and reports the form validity by ensuring that all fields are valid. It
also returns the errors of all erroneous fields.

AbstractField is a superclass to SimpleField and GroupField which represent
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individual fields of any type and group fields, respectively. It also implements the basic
validation process which SimpleField uses to perform validation for an individual
field.

SimpleField is a very simple class which represents a single field in a form. It
inherits all of its functionality from AbstractField.

GroupField represents a collection of individual fields (a sub-form). The collection
may have multiple instances in a form. GroupField has a public validate method
which validates all the SimpleField instances in it, decides the validity of the group
based on the results and reports the validity and errors of the field.

5.5.3 Validation algorithm

The server-side validation algorithm is the same algorithm which is used in the client-
side solution. As such, it first checks whether a field satisfies its possible required
constraint and then proceeds to check the type of the field, the built-in constraints
and possible server-side custom validator functions. This process is described in
more detail in Chapter 5.4.3.

5.5.4 Custom validator functions

In the server-side solution, custom validators can be implemented in exactly the
same way as the client-side custom validators. These functions are described in more
detail in Chapter 5.4.6.
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6 Evaluation
The specification-based approach of constructing validation functions eliminates
unnecessary API calls which improves the responsiveness of the client-side application
and reduces use of network and server resources. It also ensures that the validation
implementations used on the client and the server are identical for simple constraints,
which resolves the issue of inconsistencies between server-side and client-side validation
implementations reported in [19].

While the approach solves many problems, the solution is limited to certain
technologies, namely ExpressJS (server-side) and ReactJS (client-side). This limits
the use of the solution to projects which use these technologies. However, these
technologies are well-known and widely used. Furthermore, the JSON-based form
specification described in Chapter 5.3 can be parsed with other technologies in
addition to JavaScript. Supporting data structures and the algorithm described
in the Chapter 5 can also be implemented using different technologies. Thus, the
approach is implementable in other environments as well.

Another drawback in the specification-based solution is that is has no integration
with the data model of the server-side application. This implies that the server-side
data entities must be created manually from the input data received from the client
after the data has been validated. In some server-side frameworks such as Django
[30], forms can be created directly from data model entities and data entities can be
created directly from form data.

As for usability, the server-side solution is very simple to use. Once the form has
been defined in the specification and the possible custom validator functions have been
implemented, the form specification and custom functions must be registered. After
registering the forms and custom validator functions, validation can be performed
by obtaining a reference to the form object that corresponds to a certain form and
calling its validate method. The client-side solution is more complicated to use
as it takes responsibility for managing the state of a form - field values and their
constraints, validity information and errors are kept in the state of the useForm hook.
Users should be aware of this and use the appropriate state manipulation functions
to keep the client-side solution up-to-date with the state of the form. A further
complicating factor for users is that the library does not implement the user interface
of the form. This allows users to define the layout of the form, the component library
used in the project as well as all other implementation details of the form. However,
the client-side library requires users to define the form in a specification and manually
create the fields. The validation functionality can then be connected to the fields
created by a user. While this removes the need for implementing validation in a
client application, the React form component and the JSON-specification must both
be implemented. This can be seen as a form of duplication.

For simple forms with few fields with no interdependence between the fields, the
specification-based solution could be too heavy to be used in practice. However, for
complex forms that contain many fields and whose fields are dependent on other fields,
the solution is potentially very helpful as users must only describe the dependencies
between the fields instead of implementing the potentially complicated validation
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logic and maintaining it on both the client and the server. Maintenance needs could
be further reduced by serving the JSON-formatted form specifications to the client
from the application server. In this way, a specification could be stored in only one
place instead of existing as two copies in the source codes of the client and the server.
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7 Conclusion
In academic literature, the topic of form validation techniques has gained quite
little attention. Implementation of client-side validation and related topics such as
usability of web forms represent a large part of the existing literature. The topic
of server-side validation has not been researched as much. De-duplication of the
validation code has gained some attention and a few suggestions for solutions to this
issue have been reported in academic reports. However, these suggested solutions do
not seem to be widely known and many of them have some issues. The AdapForms
framework seems promising but its server-centricity could cause issues such as those
described in Chapter 4.2.

This thesis explored three alternative solutions to the problem of duplicated
implementations. The validation server does not seem feasible as it requires access
to the database and its use requires API calls which are sent over the network, which
is likely to hinder performance. Re-using already implemented server-side validation
functionality on the client is a better alternative as it does not require setting up an
additional server which needs read access to the database. However, similarly to the
validation server, the client-side validation must be performed using API calls which
are sent over the network. The third approach, generating client-side and server-side
validation code from a specification, is more complicated to implement than offering
server-side validation functionality to the client. The results of the implementation
work of the solution described in Chapter 5 show that creating validation functions
from form specifications is possible on both client and server. While the solution
has not yet been used in practice, testing during development has shown that its use
is quite simple, especially on the server-side. This could make it a useful tool for
implementing form validation.

The work in this thesis raises a few questions for future work. The solution
described in Chapter 5 was created for ReactJS and Node.js, which limits the use of
the solution to these technologies. Whether it is possible to create a more universal
solution to this problem is an interesting question for future work. A second question
relates to the relationship between forms and the data model of the application.
Django’s ModelForms allow creation of forms based on Django’s Models (data entities)
but its client-side validation functionality relies on the features supported by HTML
[31]. This raises the question of whether the data model of the application and
the form specifications can be bound together in a way which enables client-side
validation features that are not reliant on pure HTML but also allow custom JS
validators to be used.
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